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Is there a little larceny in your soul? Then this is for you: a caper novel with an it-could-happen plot and the
explosive pace of an action adventure.

Dave Delano didn't spend five years in prison idling away hard time. "I believe in the redistribution of
wealth," he told one guard. But redistribution for Dave was strictly personal. His five-year plan aimed to put
a million-five into his own pockets.

In the former Soviet Union there are a million scams. Most lucrative is money-laundering. Refitting U.S.
yachts to hide dirty dollars and shipping these across the Atlantic on transport ferries destined for Black Sea
ports, the mob magically "disappears" its cash into Russian banks. Dave Delano thinks some of that money
should be his. It's a simple matter of highjacking on the high seas.

For the Colombian cartel, Europe is a magnet. But landing their coke is another matter. When FBI agent
Kate Fury gets a hot tip they are shipping it in a hollowed-out yacht hull via transport ferry, she knows she's
onto the biggest collar of her career. Boarding that ferry, she's set to pounce. But she hasn't counted on Dave
Delano, who has his own personal agenda. The result is combustion: a fast and very funny romantic caper
that will keep you guessing to the end.
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From reader reviews:

Lidia Hill:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information these days can get by anyone in
everywhere. The information can be a understanding or any news even a problem. What people must be
consider any time those information which is in the former life are challenging to be find than now could be
taking seriously which one is acceptable to believe or which one the particular resource are convinced. If you
obtain the unstable resource then you get it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for
you. All of those possibilities will not happen in you if you take Five-Year Plan as the daily resource
information.

Sophia Myers:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will
make someone to understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information
easier to share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and
soon. You can view that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. Typically the book that
recommended to your account is Five-Year Plan this book consist a lot of the information in the condition of
this world now. This book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The words styles that writer
use to explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some analysis when he makes this book.
Here is why this book acceptable all of you.

William Holt:

That reserve can make you to feel relax. This specific book Five-Year Plan was colourful and of course has
pictures around. As we know that book Five-Year Plan has many kinds or category. Start from kids until
youngsters. For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and feel that you are the
character on there. Therefore , not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it offers you feel happy, fun
and chill out. Try to choose the best book for yourself and try to like reading this.

Coleen Isabel:

Some individuals said that they feel uninterested when they reading a book. They are directly felt the idea
when they get a half portions of the book. You can choose the particular book Five-Year Plan to make your
current reading is interesting. Your current skill of reading proficiency is developing when you just like
reading. Try to choose straightforward book to make you enjoy to learn it and mingle the impression about
book and examining especially. It is to be first opinion for you to like to open a book and study it. Beside
that the guide Five-Year Plan can to be your friend when you're feel alone and confuse in doing what must
you're doing of these time.
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